Good day everyone and please find enclosed a second scouting report for the region. I have made some
changes to the report and also have updated information based on what has been noted out there on
the courses in the past week.

From the perspective of weather – I have learned that Chicago and the region certainly have periods of
extremes over short time spans – and distances! I did realize that when the high on May 14th at Sunshine
Course in Lemont reached 94.9 degrees, meanwhile it was 81 degrees on the North Shore close to the
lake – nice life! It certainly means that there are some extremes that you have to deal with based on the
situations and I hope that you can communicate this to your members regarding temperatures and how
you handle their effects. Another thing I learned this week is that even though we have multiple
weather stations on Sunshine Course – they really do show the effects of micro-climates – and it’s
something that everyone needs to remember in their daily management. Despite the fact they may be
separated by only 20 feet – there can be multiple degrees of temperature difference and this may
reduce the competitiveness of bentgrass in particular at this time of year against Poa annua.
Climate
The temperatures and the weather have been generally trending upwards until the end of the week
where you all noticed that there was as a drop of up to 20 degrees and rainfall amounts totaled over 2
inches since Sunday, May 19th at Sunshine course. The top 2-3 inches of the profile had begun to dry out
so it was not a bad thing to get the rain (Figure 1).
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a soutwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 1. Daily precipitation totals at Sunshine Course during May 2013. Lemont, IL.

Despite the previous dry spell the national drought monitor was indicating that the state of Illinois was
still seeing sufficient levels (Figure 2). Presumably due to the early deluge that you were all subjected to.
This is a nice picture to illustrate the moisture levels currently being experienced. It is clearly seen that
we are sufficient! It will change dramatically as the summer progresses.

Figure 2. National Drought Monitor based on current and extended recent rainfall data for the state of
IL.
From the perspective of temperatures – the extremes have also been there and it has not helped with
growing bentgrass or Poa to have such extremes. Cooler temps will favor the Poa while the warmer
temps more favor the bentgrass and without consistency – neither of them are necessarily doing well!
Disease issues may have popped up early in the week as temps were in good ranges along with
humidity. My simple drawings however do indicate that due to the change in climate and the loss of the
balmy tropical weather, we previously had, that pressure has been reduced dramatically (Figure 3).
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 3. Air, soil and crabgrass germination (Fidanza et al., 1996) temperatures Sunshine Course
Lemont, IL. May 2013.

From the perspective of sunlight, it has been equally disruptive as compared to possible ideal daily
sunlight values. It turns out cloud cover is the culprit and on top of that shade may actually be naturally
increasing as trees begin to fill out their leaf canopy (Figure 4). As temperatures consistently increase
along with the increase in daily light totals the levels of stress will continue to ramp up on the turf
canopy and this will continue for a majority of the summer.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)

Figure 4. Daily light totals on Sunshine Course during May, 2013 in Lemont, IL.

Disease problems
Regardless of the cool temperatures returning, some managers who traditionally scout highly
susceptible areas did see dollar spot (Pic 1), Waitea (Pic 2) and even some fairy ring (Pic 3) – The fairy
ring showed up on push up clay based greens more so than on sand based rootzones. However in light
of their appearance guys you might want to start looking very closely for the dark green rings and
considering wetting agents for troubled areas. Did someone say scout?
Dollar spot occurred on Poa fairways because they had not received any control applications this season
so far. Cool weather however has knocked back its potential spread.

E. Nangle, 5-23-13
Picture 1. Fairway height mixed turfgrass stand on a golf course in Chicago area May 2013.

Given the recent addition to cool season problems, Brown ring patch, Waitea circinata var circinata,has
shown itself again. The epidemiology is interesting with this as it has such a broad spread and is a really
new disease. Nitrogen applications of up to 0.5 - 1lb month may aid recovery though in the early part of
the year but not into the heat of the summer. Potentially combining a strobilurin with a systemic may
offer excellent control as compared to using a contact mode of action such as chlorothalonil.

E. Nangle, 5-23-13
Pic 2. Brown ring patch on a golf green on a Chicago course. May 2013
As we out on the lookout for potential problems I also came across some fairy ring – on pushup soil
based greens – I don’t expect to see this just yet on properly drained sand based rootzones.

E. Nangle, 5-23-13
Picture 3. Fairy ring on a push up soil green May 2013 in a Chicago golf course.

Insects and management strategies
Nothing hugely important from insect development is believed to have occurred yet – another
indication of a slow start to the year. However, based on the GDD Tracker I noticed that there may be
some egg laying of BTA going on in the southern part of Illinois and thus you can start to monitor that.
Also I have attached a link to Dr. Lee Miller’s bi-weekly updates from the University of Missouri which
will be of strong benefit to the superintendents in southern Illinois. Broad leaf weed control will have
guys predominantly on the south side of the city working with amines while on the north side managers
may still be working with ester or amine type products for a while longer. The cooler temperatures will
give away inevitably to the increase in summer temperatures and so it is of huge importance to begin
devising future water management strategies.
One strategy I would like to talk a little about this week is the use of the TDR moisture probes. The
moisture probes operate on the basis of resistance of water to an electrical charge being passed through
two metal probes to give us simply a number (%) that relates to soil moisture. The value to us as
managers is that it’s a numerical quantity – there are two points which come with that. Your staff can
now manage to a number thus you can sleep easier at night and secondly you can be more consistent
and precise with your hand watering reducing the inputs.
Do’s: If using them, use them consistently as sporadic use will not help to build up a database of
information for the soil moisture value you think you need to manage to – thus leaving you prone to
wilt situations. Probe multiple locations on a green – they will need to be managed to different numbers

based on runoff, water holding areas. In other words, managing to one percentage value is not always a
winner.
Don’ts: Don’t use probes that are 7 inches long if your roots are 1.5 inches in the middle of the summer.
I would analogize that to being as much use as an ashtray on a motor bike. Don’t think that you will get
it perfectly right with the tool on the first try – your eyesight and the level of knowledge with your golf
course cannot be surpassed – but you can match percentage soil moisture to your level of comfort over
time and move on from there. If anyone wants to ask me more please don’t hesitate to call.

Finally!! I know you have all been waiting – firstly NO ONE got it right – however it was a little bit of a
trick question as most people had the surface symptoms correct to an extent – but the underlying issue
is a landfill and managing a golf course on one can be trouble. The shift in the soil cap of a golf course
built on a landfill that occurs can lead to incredible problems later – indicating we do need to always
look after the soil profile! This week’s question is a little more straight forward……
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Thank you Dave Blomquist and Nick Baker for their fertilizer donations to the Sunshine course as well.

Dr Lee Miller’s bi-weekly report can be found here:

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update05_21_13.cfm

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask and you can call or email.
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